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O stay, sweet warbling woodlark stay, 
Nor quit for me the trembling spray, 
A hapless lover courts thy lay,
Thy soothing, fond complaining. 
Again, again that tender part,
That I may catch thy melting art; 
For surely that wad touch her heart 
Wha kills me wi' disdaining. 
Say, was thy little mate unkind,
And heard thee as the careless wind? 
Oh, nocht but love and sorrow join'd, 
Sic notes o' woe could wauken! 
Thou tells o' never-ending care; 
O'speechless grief, and dark despair: 
For pity's sake, sweet bird, nae mair! 
Or my poor heart is broken! 
Robert Burns, 1795 
About the work
Address to the Woodlark was first performed by The Steel City Singers with the Sonnen Quartet and George Nicholson 
in March 2012 at the University of Sheffield, directed by the composer. 
The text for this piece is from Robert Burn's poem of the same name, which I chose to set to depart from the largely 
sacred texts I have set in recent years. The poem itself struck me for it's richness and intensity. 
There are two contrasting emotions that are obvious up my own reading of the text; that of the initial appeal of the bird's 
sweet song, and the woe with which the progtaonist greets it when he has considered its implicaitons. This stimulated
 two distinct melodic responeses, one pentatonic implying E minor, the other featuring a series of tritones. 
During its course, some of the more personal fragments of text are carried by solos, while the choir often reiterates 
utterances, provide harmonic backdrop for those solo lines, or are texturally unified to protray more universal sentiments: 
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* Conductor should only give down beat for individual entries. 























When signalled by the conductor, singers should pause on which ever note
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Text by Thomas Hardy (1840-1928) 







I leant upon a coppice gate 
When Frost was spectre-gray, 
And Winter’s dregs made desolate 
The weakening eye of day. 
The tangled bine-stems scored the sky 
Like strings of broken lyres, 
And all mankind that haunted nigh 
Had sought their household fires. 
The land’s sharp features seemed to be 
The Century’s corpse outleant, 
His crypt the cloudy canopy, 
The wind his death-lament. 
The ancient pulse of germ and birth 
Was shrunken hard and dry, 
And every spirit upon earth 
Seemed fervourless as I. 
At once a voice arose among 
The bleak twigs overhead 
In a full-hearted evensong 
Of joy illimited ; 
An aged thrush, frail, gaunt, and small, 
In blast-beruffled plume, 
Had chosen thus to fling his soul 
Upon the growing gloom. 
So little cause for carolings 
Of such ecstatic sound 
Was written on terrestrial things 
Afar or nigh around, 
That I could think there trembled through 
His happy good-night air 
Some blessed Hope, whereof he knew 
And I was unaware. 
Thomas Hardy, 1899 
About the work
The Darkling Thrush was first performed by Peter Dutton and Escafeld Chorale in Sheffield on July 6th, 2013. 
After embarking on a number of smaller projects since beginning my postgraduate study I decided that it would 
be useful and rewarding to compose for strings and choir. When composing for voices we more often than not
 need text or narrative stimuli, rather than a purely musical or formal one, so a quest began to find something 
that would give me scope for fully experimenting with the combination of choir and strings. 
When revisiting poems from when I was a young English Literature student I came across The Darkling Thrush by 
Thomas Hardy, and this prompted further research in to poets exploits on the subject of birds, whether writing 
about the birds themselves or as analogies for other things. 
My first efforts at writing for this combination of instruments was a setting of Robert Burn's Address to the Woodlark in 
March 2012.  Having heard my setting Peter Dutton commissioned a work for Escafeld Chorale,  which was an enormous 
privilege.  Peter and I agreed it was time to have a crack at Hardy’s poem,  which really appealed to me not only because 
of its beauty,  but also because of how sonically descriptive Hardy writes.  The first stanza is full of hard consonants,  
Ks,  Ts and STs,  which really create the hardness of the natural world the surrounds the protagonist.  Many natural 
elements are also personified; Winter and Frost are both capitalised as if they were names of living breathing entities;  
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* Conductor should only indicate individual singers' initial entries, then singers are to build up a free, non-metrical canon for each voice in turn. 
Parts should divide entirely into individuals, with all 3 singers in each part entering before the subsquent cell begins. 
Singers subsequent entries should be spontaneous, i.e. not metrical, and the singer is then free to vary tempo and interval behind the previous singer. 
*
Semi Chorus - 12 Singers
3xS, A, T & B. 














When signalled by the conductor, singers should pause on which ever note
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* Performers invited to go nuts - playing behind the bridge
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Voices Enter individually within the first 6 secs,
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Text by Edgar Allen Poe (1809-49)
(2018)




The Raven is a setting of Edgar Allen Poe’s poem of the same name from 1845. It tells of a talking raven's mysterious
visit to a distraught lover, lamenting the loss of his love - Lenore. Tracing the man's descent into madness, the raven 
seems to further distress the protagonist with its constant repetition of the word "Nevermore".   
The poem is often noted for its musicality, stylized language, and its supernatural atmosphere. Poe writes that the 
term "Nevermore," is based on logic following the unity of effect – his conviction that a work of fiction should be 
written only after the author has decided how it is to end and which emotional response he wishes to create.  The 
sounds in the vowels in particular, he writes, have more meaning than the definition of the word itself. He had 
previously used words like "Lenore" for the same effect. 
  
My setting seeks to replicate and augment the musicality in the poem. The text is mostly delivered syllabically and 
within a narrow melodic range to imitate speech. Poe’s work is generally in trochaic octameter, the incessant nature of 
which drives the narrative forwards. Similarly, I have regularly used the octatonic scale in setting the text, which seems 
to evoke something of his supernatural plot. 
  
This work also seeks to use musical texture as a descriptive device in musical text-setting. It combines regularly metered













Double Bass (with E extension to C#) 
Duration: c. 37'' 
PERFORMANCE INSTRUCTIONS 
The Conductor
There are two approaches to metre in this work. Regularly metrical sections are marked with time signatures and 
tempo indications, and these are to be conducted in a conventional manner. Sections marked Senza misura require a 
hierarchical system of conductor gestures: 
Individual ‘events’ in senza misura sections are indicated by a circled number and an arrow. The base of the
arrow indicates where a standard downbeat should be given to the performer. Corresponding numbers are 
placed by the events  in performers’ own staves for security. These sections are often notated with duration lines,
 so the subsequent event should be introduced in relation to its predecessor – though the durations need not 
be adhered to exactly. 
  
Rehearsal marks with a downward arrow at their base are used to denote the start of senza misura sections
 and larger events within them. To help players synchronise senza misura sections which have a long 
sequence of individual events (with the symbol above), the rehearsal mark with the downward arrow should 
be conducted with a two-handed gesture to distinguish these from the numbered events. 
  
Metered sections that directly follow a senza misura section are marked misura. 
Other Symbols
The following symbols below were first adopted by Benjamin Britten in his church parable Curlew River 
(1964). This first indicates a tremolando with a gradual accelerando. Conversely, the second symbol 
represents a tremolando with a gradual, unmeasured rallentando. 
The other of Britten’s symbols used, often referred to as the ‘curlew sign’, was originally used to 
resynchronise parts that were previously separate. The symbol has been used simply to indicate that a note 
or pattern may vary in duration from that which is written. 
ii
String Techniques 
The string players should use a spare bow, as and when required, to prevent damage to their first-choice bow 
during extensivecol legno passages. Here are some of the less-common techniques used in The Raven.
col legno battuto - strike the string with the stick of the bow rather than the hair. 
col legno tratto - draw the wood of the bow across the string. 
half legno - a compromise of battuto and tratto, whereby the string should be struck with both wood and hair 
simultaneously, which gives the sound both a percussive timbre and pitch. 
slap bass – a sustained passage of Bartok pizz. 
martelé - a hammered stroke with a biting attack. Apply considerable bow pressure, then release the pressure 
whilst sustaining the note. 
quasi chitarra - finger strum over the specified pitches/ open strings, deadening non-sounding strings. 
  
overpressure – also referred to as distortion. It is achieved by adding weight into the strings with the bow. 
The written pitch will be evident but heavily distorted. 
scratch tones – different from overpressure in that the left hand should mute specified strings and then apply 
maximum bow pressure. No underlying pitch desired, but the string on which to apply the pressure is sometimes 
indicated. 
  
When the technique is notated as below, the player should gradually increase the pressure, and then release the 
stopped notes of the left hand and mute the strings. In this way the given pitch will dissipate and only the 
noise remains. 
Percussive Techniques 
There are four principle ways which the string instruments are struck in this work, which are illustrated below.  
The instruments should always be struck near the f hole, to maximise resonance. Percussive techniques appear so 
regularly in the work that one- line percussion staves regularly replace the instruments’ standard staves, for clarity. 
  
Two finger instrument tapping, notated with triangle noteheads pointing upwards 
and stems downwards. 
  
Four finger instrument tapping, notated with triangle noteheads pointing downwards and 
stems upwards. 
  
  Instrument slapping (with an open palm). Notated with a semi-circular notehead, stem down. 
  
 
Knuckle tapping, with a closed fist. Square notehead, stem upwards. 
  
  
These noteheads appear with a small number of variations in the work, such as the two-finger 
tremolando written thus.   
  
  
When a player is first using one of these techniques, or when the player has not used one for some time, a verbal 
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on top of bridge itself
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* ethereal - with the minimum amount of pressure 
applied with the bow. Bowing should be staggered 
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In there stepped a state ly- ra ven- of the sain tly- days of yore.
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Choir parts should divide entirely in to individual performers. Individuals should repeat each cell independently of other performers, and of any residual tempo, 
to build up a free, non metrical canon. The conductor should only indicate performers’ initial entries. Performers’ subsequent entries should be spontaneous,
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Re spite,- re spite- and
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ne pen- the*-
*Nepenthe is a fictional medicine for sorrow - a "drug of forgetfulness" 
mentioned in ancient Greek literature and Greek mythology.
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In Nomine is a title given to a large number of pieces of English instrumental music composed during the 16th century.  It 
originated in the early 16th century from a mass composed before 1530 by John Taverner based on the plainchant Gloria Tibi Trinitas.  In 
the Benedictus section of this mass,  the Latin phrase " in nomine Domini"  was sung in a four-part counterpoint,  with the plainchant melody 
in the mean (alto part).  This attractive passage soon became popular as a short instrumental piece,  and over the next 150 years,  English 
composers worked this melody into "In Nomine" pieces of ever greater stylistic range.  
  
Unlike the Italian Canzon,  whose intention was to produce sensuous emotional music through sound intensity and harmonic effects,  the
In Nomine is designed to enchant the listener with traceable musical lines.  Like many such vocal motets,  the cantus firmus was presented as the 
scaffolding for a four-part polyphony – which is itself grown out of motifs from that plainchant.  
  
In the twentieth century texturalist composers such as Ligeti,  Lutosławski and Birtwistle have brought new dimensions to our 
music we might describe as polyphonic.  Their sound-mass compositions present dense structures,  the main musical substance of which is 
their texture.  The ancient polyphonies were structures governed by harmonic consonance,  concern with the vertical element of tonality,  and 
these modern composers have woven textures of far greater density without such restrictions.  Ligeti descripted his own famous approach as 
micropolyphony – an internally animated microscopic counterpoint containing heterophonic variants spread across as diaspora of dozens 
of instruments.  
  
This In Nomine is an experiment which aims to sit firmly in that texturalist tradition.  Individual instruments in the original four-part texture
are replaced by groups of instruments constituting aggregate ‘bands’ of sound.  Melodic elements of Taverner’s In Nomine are augmented 
and repeated to allow for such textural treatment.  Like those instrumental In Nomine the position of the cantus firmus is not fixed,  and it makes 
its way through all three of the upper ‘voice groups’ .  It is the scaffolding for the texture which expands beyond the tonal parameters of the original.  
The cantus is presented freely,  its given voice group playing senza misura – making its progression without regard to the tempo indicated by the 
conductor.  
  
This work makes great use of indeterminate notations which allow a certain amount of freedom to the performer.  The primary concern of 
In Nomine is always texture,  and at points where rhythmic specificity on an individual instrument becomes obsolete only the parameters for 







Flutes 1 -3  (two players per part)
Alto Flute
Oboes 1 - 2
Bassoon 
Eb Clarinet
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for three sopranos and mixed ensemble
MARK MCCOMBS 
Darkness














The score is written at sounding pitch. 
Duration: c. 10'20
About the work
Darkness, a short poem Byron wrote in 1816, is a dream vision of the end of the universe. The contempt for men 
displayed in the poem occurs in many of Byron's works and here man is reduced to a bestial state where no love, 
compassion, or heroic action exists. 
Darkness appealed to me not simply because of its vivid imagery, but also because of my passion for fighting 
climate change. In 2020 we find ourselves in the midst of a global climate emergency, yet I feel that world powers 
are not treating the situation with the urgency that it deserves. Perhaps Byron’s contempt for humanity is why 
‘Darkness’ was indeed appealing. 
This work is my first small-scale setting involving voices since the completion of The Raven in 2018, and aims to be 
equally as dramatic as that Edgar Allan Poe setting. But from a compositional point of view this setting seeks to use the
 indeterminate textural procedures of In Nomine (2019) with a much smaller ensemble. Here it is more difficult to create 
those conglomerate bands of sound, since there are fewer instruments to make up their constituents, and the mixed 
nature of the ensemble stipulates that the composer must focus on elements other than timbre to give these sound bands 
their homogeneity. 
Unlike In Nomine, texture here can also take on a dramatic ‘word-painting’ purpose in a direct attempt to amplify 
Byron’s words, rather than a dramatic purposed derived from linear musical gesture. 
Other Symbols
The following symbols below were first adopted by Benjamin Britten in his church parable Curlew River (1964). This first indicates a tremolando with a
gradual accelerando. Conversely, the second symbol represents a tremolando with a gradual, unmeasured rallentando. Sometimes the maximum rate of 
tremolando is prescribed after the symbol. The performer should gradually increase the tremolando to/ from the given rate.  
The other of Britten’s symbols used, often referred to as the ‘curlew sign’, was originally used to resynchronise parts that were previously separate. 
Curlew River was not conducted, and often individual instruments would need to repeat an ad lib. pattern or hold a note in anticipation of a particular cue. 
More recently, the symbol has been used simply to indicate that a note or pattern may vary in duration from that which is written. 
 Some of the instrumental parts are given text to speak, with a prescribed rhythm. These iterations from the ensemble provide an intended dramatic effect, but 
should the performers be too uncomfortable to deliver the speech a narrator may be deployed.  
Notation
Desynchronised Elements
This setting features many indeterminate devices concerned with desynchronising an instrument or group of instruments from the residual tempo of the ensemble. 
These elements are presented in the score according to their likely vertical alignment with the ensemble as a whole, but no attempt should be made to coordinate 
them with the measured material. The rate of succession in the sequence will likely be faster than two entries per bar, but the intiating instrument (e.g. Horn at B) 
will be approximately where written. 
During these sections instruments that are senza misura should keep an awareness of the measured material as is progresses, and so have 
been given 'estimated rehearsal marks' . These symbols indicate that the rehearsal mark, will pass somewhere  approximately near 
where indicated. 
Heterophonic shifting is achieved with individual variations in tempo, when an instrument(s) is instructed to play in a faster or slower tempo than the overall 
mass (the tempo of which is indicated by the conductor). In these cases the desychronised parts are often given an approximate tempo indication, usually refered 
to with the following character ≈,	meaning 'approximately equal to'. 
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I had a deam, which was not all a dream. The bright sun was ext in- guished,- and the stars did wan der- dark ling- in the e ter- nal- space,
p
I had a deam, which was not all a dream. The bright sun was ext in- guished,- and the stars did wan der- dark ling- in the e ter- - nal space,
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Independent tempo - andante q=68
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Independent tempo - poco adagio  q=60
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modo ord.  increase beating of pulsator U
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Senza misura -  repeat ad lib. for 12''















vary speed with each iteration, q≈50-90
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vary speed with each iteration, q≈50-90
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modo ord.
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Independent tempo - andante q=68




Independent tempo - poco adagio  q=60
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a fear ful- hope was all the world con tain'd;- Fo
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rests- were set on fire- but
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a fear ful- hope was all the world con tain'd;- Fo
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Misura - andante q = 68
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Senza misura - 
repeat in any order, ad lib. for 8''






















they fell and fa ded- and the crack ling- trunks
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vi pers- crawl'd and twin'd them selves- a mong- the mul ti- tude-
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and vi pers- crawl'd and twin'd them selves- a mong- the mul ti- tude-
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au talon - senza espress.
Independent tempo - adagio
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meal was brought with
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meal was brought with blood,
Did glut him self- a gain:- - a
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Gorg ing- him self- in gloom:
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no love was left;
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Repeat x3 l'istesso tempo - mp, p, pp
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Repeat x3 meno mosso - mp, p, pp
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Independent tempo - Andante q≈75
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2 finger tap near f hole, strings unmuted
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The moon, their mis tress,- had ex pir'd- be fore;-
out a surge-
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were dead; the tides were in their grave, in their grave,





sing x3, dim. & accel.










sing x3, dim. & accel.
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The winds were wi ther'd- in the stag nant- air and the clouds per ish'd;-
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The winds were wi ther'd- in the stag nant- air, and the clouds per - ish'd;
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